operator-> for iterators

This is a recommendation to add operator->() to iterators in clause 24. For detailed discussion see paper WG21/N0719 X3J16/95-0119.

WP Changes

Section 24.1.1 Add the following rows in table 57:

| a->m | (*a).m | (*a).m is well-formed |

Section 24.1.3 Add the following rows in table 59:

| a->m | (*a).m | (*a).m is well-formed |

Add the following to sections 24.3.1.1, 24.3.1.3, 24.3.2.1, 24.3.2.3, 24.3.2.5:

```cpp
class Reference = T&,
class Pointer = T*,
    // new parameter Pointer
class Distance = ptrdiff_t>

    Pointer operator->( );
```

Add the following to section 24.4.1:

```cpp
const T* operator->( ) const;
```

Add the following to sections 24.3.1.2, 24.3.1.4, 24.3.2.2, 24.3.2.4, 24.3.2.6:

```cpp
[header number] operator->

    Pointer operator->();
```

Effects:

```cpp
    return &operator*();
```